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Abstract

An ultrasonic depth sensor

for tillage impJ-ements

by

Karanbir Singh

A depth sensing unit was developed by modifying a

PoLaroid ultrasonic range finding unit to measure the depth

of tillage operation in analog form. The depth sensor was

tested under simuÌated field conditions and performed with

an accuracy of t3 nsn.

The depth sensor was calibrated on a variety of surfaces

to establish a relationship between the output voltage and

the simulated depth of tillage by utilizing linear regression.

This was helpful in examining not only the linear relationship

between the output voltage and the depth of tillage but the

effect of the surfaces as well. The calibration data also

established a base to check the validity of data from the

simulated field conditions. The depth sensor $tas also tested

for its practicat application by determining the effects of

dust, transducer tilt, tractor noise and stubble ground cover.

The sensor performed satisfactorily under all- conditions except

when operating in stubble conditions.
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EHÀPTER I

INTRODUCTTON

As the present trend shifts to larger field machines on

farms in western canada, there is a growing need for automatic

controls or at least systems which allow the operator located
on the tractor to monitor the performance of machines. The

J.arger machines are either single trail-ing units equipped with
ford-up wings operating abreast or murtiple units operating
in an offset-tandem fashion. rn any event the machines are

quiÈe remote from the operator, making Ít difficurt (for him

or her) to judge the operating depth and operate the hydrauÌic
valves accordingly as field conditions change.

rt is desirabre from the standpoint of energy as werr- as

production considerations to monitor and maintain a constant

depth of tillage and seeding operation. variations in the

operating depth may occur due to changes in the soir density,
moisture content, percentage of trash in the soiL and the load-
ing of the seeding implement with grain and fertilizer. Efforts
to compensate for these variations and regurate the depth are

limited to the ability of the operator not onry due to the

distance but arso due to a variety of reasons such as obstruc-
tion of view, dust and lack of light. operatorrs fatigue may

arso be considered as a factor in continuously eontrolring
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the depth.

To accommodate variations in the operating depth, farmers

tend to operate their machines deeper than is necessary. If
the tilLage machine is operating at a depth in excess of that
required for an effective weed eontrol, it will involve a

higher cost because of an increase in the draft. AJ-though

this cost is not significant in terms of present day operating

cost, it rnay soon become important as petroleum resources

diminish and the attention becomes more focused on the energy

eonsumption in agriculture.
Tillage and seeding operations are important and would

benefit from an efficient automatic depth controL system. Àn

automatic depth control system should perform the fo3-lowing

functions: -
(I) It should generate a signal proportional to the

depth of operation of the implement.

(2) It shouÌd generate an error signal by comparing the

actual signal with a reference signal.
(3) ft should regulate hydraulic cylinders according to

the error signal.

The automatic control system may be divided into two

steps: the monitoring or sensing part and the control unít
relying on the monitor feedback. OnIy the monitoring part
was considered in this investigation which will serve not

only as step one in the overall problem but also can be used

as a visuaÌ indication of the operating depth for the operator

in the tractor cab.
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The objective of this work was to develop and test a

depth sensing unit by modifying a range finding unit of a

Polaroid camera so that it will dispLay an outpuÈ signal

proportional to the depth of tilJ-age and seeding operations.

The unit was tested to determine the following:-
(a) The relationship between the output voltage and the

depth of tilJ-age on sandy loam bed 40 mm thick,

lt moisture content oDB*, clay bed 40 mm thick,

8.4Êr and 50.2t rnoisture content ODB and peat soil

bed 40 mm thick, 253.3t moisture content oDB as

well- as some unrelated surfaces such as pllnrrood (60

cm x 60 cm x L.25 cm), steel (60 cm x 60 cm x 0.1

crn) and water (60 cm x 60 cm x 4 cm) .

(b) Effect of dust, transducer tilt, tractor noise and

stubble (trash).

(c) DynamÍc response and performance under simulated

conditions.

The depth sensor mounted on an implement monitors the depth of

tillage operation as an analog signal indicated by a dial

gauge.

*ODB: Oven Dry Basis



EHAPTER TI

REVIEW OF LTTERÀTURX

2.L Significance of Depth of Seeding and Tillage
Placement of seeds at a proper depth in the soil is very

important for an optimum yield of the crop. Too shallow or

deep placement of seed results in a reduced yield (cited by

Kilcher et al. 1970, Larter et al. 1955). ft is well unCer-

stood that the depth of seeding or tillage wíll affect the

draft and in turn change the tillage energy requirement.

DransfieÌd et aI. (1964) and Harrison et al. (1962) also eon-

ducted tests that illustrated the proportionalÍty of the draft
to the depth of tillage.

The depth of tillage also affects the plant residue and

trash covering the soil surface. The amount of plant residue

or trash left on the soil decreases as the tilJ.age depth

increases (Fenester 1960, Anderson J-964, 1965). P1ant resídue

or trash protects the soil from erosion and heJ-ps to conserve

soil moisture by reducing the exposed area of the soil to the

sun. Trash aids in holding the winter snow on the field and

conserves moisture (Radhey and Steppuhn 1979).

2.2 Depth and Draft Controls
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Normally, the operating depth of trailing impJ-ements is
controlled manually by the operator. The operator manipulates

and positions a hydraulie directional control valve by operating

a lever. The control valve directs the hydraulic fluid to and

from hydraulic cylinders, mounted on the implement, thus rais-
ing or lowering them in reration to a set of transport wheels.

fn some cases, the depth of operation of tractor-mounted

implements is automaticalÌy controlled by controlling the

draft. cowell et aI. (1967) determined that at lower speeds

the mounted. imprements gave better performance when the depth

!,ras automatically controlled by gauge wheels rather than being

controlled by the draft, thus an automatic depth control system

which is based on the depth, will give a better performanee.

In addition to relieving the operator of the task that
requires a good deal of judgernent as well as endurance, a

depth control unit will arso help to save energy by maintain-
ing a constant depth of operation.

Tillage energy ean be evaluated (Wendte and Rozeboom

198r, smith et aÌ. 1981) in order to determine the effect of
depth on the tiJ-lage energy requirement. To maintain a con-

stant depth, there is a need for the devel_opment of a depth

control unit. Some work has been done on automatic depth

controLs.

Hook (1968) developed a complete operator control system

with a single rever at the tractor seat with no other mechan-

icar adjustments. rt utilized hydraulic cylinders to controL

the depth by adjusting gauge wheels. Three cyl-inders, connected
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in series with a hydraulic by-pass system in each cylinder

were mounted on Èhe implement. The by-pass system helped to

control the depth by by-passing the fluid and adjusting the

hydraulic cylinders accordingly. The series arrangement per-

formed properly while the parallel arrangement did not give

a good response.

Hook et aI. (1970) also tried to develop a system for

integral flexible implements by utilizing hydraulic cylinders.

The draft and depth response for the integral implements pJ-us

an additional- tractor hitch tift were obtained with a single

Iever hydraulic eontrol system, utilizing the Èractorrs three

point hitch. Out-rigger gauge wheels were actuaÈed by

hydraulic cyJ-inders connected v¡ith the tractor rock-shaft

cyl-inder. The hydraulic system was actuated by diverting the

rock-shaft hydraulic fluid to the out-rígger series cylinders

and then returned to the tractor cylinder.
Advantages of this system were that heavy implements

couÌd be attached to it, extra lift capacity was obtained and

the tractor front end as wel-l as lateral stabiLity was

improved by support provided by the implement out-rigger

wheels. Field experiments verified that integral flexible

implements were compatible with the trend to tractors with

higher ratio of power to mass.

Sweet et a]. (1969) developed a system to control the

depth by using gauge wheels. In this system, there was a

relative displacement between gauge wheels and the implement
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frame position in response to the change in the depth. This

reLative displacement was utilized to operate the hydraulic

cylinder which ad.justed the depth accordingly, with the help

of a linkage system between gauge wheel-s and the implement

frame. This system involved a complicated f-inkage but per-

formed properly.

Jeannotte (I97I) developed a system for integral flexible

-garrged disc-b1ade implements by using a rubber tired wheel

for each gang. The principle of operation of this system was

the same as described for the system developed by Sweet et aI.

(1969). The performanee of this system was also reported

satisfactory.
Dyek (1975) made use of a ski-shoe type member and deve-

loped a system to control the depth. The ski-shoe and a gauge

wheel provided a relative displacement in response to the

change in the depth. A potentiometer, mounted on a member of

the ski-shoe and connected to a member of the gauge wheel- r¡tith

a spring tensioned cable wound around its shaft, rotated in

response to the depth of operation. The output signal was

proportional to this depth. It had an ñAuto-Manua1r selector

switch to permit the operator to manually operate in rough

fields and to set on oÀuto' in even ground conditions to adjust

the depth automatical.ly. À damping cylinder which moved

according to depth changes controlled the l-imit svtitch to

actuate a solenoid valve for automatic control of the hydraulic

system. This system worked well during the field trial- up to
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a speed of 5.6 km/h with a maximÌlm error in the depth of

around tg.9 mm, but it was not able to control the depth to

Èhe desired limits at higher speeds.

A fluidic transducer was also utilized to controL the

tiLl-age depth (Mclaugh1in et al. 1976). It consisted of a

pretensioned helical spring. The spring was plugged at one

end and. connected. to the ski-Like member, mounted between the

cultivator shanks. A change in the cultivator depth caused

the spring to be bent, allowing the escape of the compressed

air provided. by an air supply. The air flow through the

spring transducer was measured with a fluidic resistance

bridge arrangement which compared the actual signal with a

reference signal and operated the hydraulic system accordingly.

To provide an averaging effect, four spring transducers were

connected in para1lel to the air suppJ-y. The maximum error

in the depth hlas reported as 6.6 mm while the static dead

zone was kept as 6 ¡un.

À prototype automatic depth control system, using ulÈra-

sonic transducers, v¡as introdueed by Paulson and Grinun of the

Division of Control Engineering, University of Saskatchewan,

Saskatoon (Zoerb et aI. L9771. It had an advantage over the

previously existing systems because it did not have the ski-

shoe like member and could be operated in trashy conditions.

The system utilized ultrasonic transducers mounted at various

points on the discer to generate a signal that etas proportional

to the average depth of the operation. By comparing this
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signal with a reference signal a control signal was produced

that activated an electro-hydraulic valve on the discer depth

control sYstem.

Small(19?8)developedanon-offsystem,foronionharv-

esters, which incorporated some of the features of earlier

developed systems. In this unit, an under-cutter knife was

mounted on a boom which was supported by wheels. A ski-shoe

sensor was directly connected to two adjustable contacts and

slid on the onion surface. The contacts were adjusted to a

desired cutting depth and floated in a dead zone between the

Lfunit switches. As there was a change in the depth of onion

cutting, a contact actuated one of the two limit switches'

The switch actuated a hydraulic solenoid valve to operate the

hydraulic depth control cylinder which in turn raised or

lowered the knife as required. The limit switches were

mounted on the frame of the knife and provided an automatic

feedback.

This system had an advantage of having an override lock-

ing system to lift the implement at the end of the row without

disconnecting the electrical power supply to the limit switches'

This system however experienced problems in controlling the

depth when operating in clods or lumps' A dead zone of

approximately tZO mm could be maintained by this system.

Most of the systeÍis described above were mechanical link-

age units. These systems were a logical step in tjre develop-

ment of depth conÈrols; however, their commercial success
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seened to be limited by the technique itseLf (cited by Paulson,

Strelioff L9741. The ultrasonic system developed by Paulson

and Grimm (reported by Zoerb et aI. 1977 ) brought some new

ideas in the field of depth control systems.

2.3 Depth Measurement

It is important while performing tillage operations that
the operator should know the depth of operation to ensure a

proper depth controlled either manuaLly or automatically.

Some systems which are used to control depth, can also be

used to display its value by a depth equivalent signal. For

example, the system designed by Dyck (1975) was used to control

the depth (Section 2.2) but the potentiometer of this system

could also be used to display the depth of operation. Gabril--

ides (1962) developed a similar system to indicate the depth

and this system performed properly up to the speed of 7 l<uî/h.

Paulson and Strelioff (L974) developed an ultrasonic

depth sensing unit by using ultrasonic sensors. These sensors

were mounted on the frame of a cul-tivator measuring the time

required for an ultrasonic burst to travel down to the soil

surface and for its return. The tirne dependent output was

displayed in an analog form which was proportional to the depth

of the operation. Reference transdueers were used to compen-

sate for the effect of temperature and the temperature sensi-

tivity was reduced to 0.06t per oe.

Wendte and Rozeboom (f98I) designed a system which used
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a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) to produce

a signal proportional to the depth of operation. A change

was made in the LVDT by shifting the zexo voltage reading

from the centre of the LVDT stroke to the upper end. It

produced a maximum voltage of six volts at the maximum stroke

of 254 mm. The stroking action in the LVDT was caused by a

simpJ-e mechanical linkage connected between the LVDT and a

bogÍe wheeL which travelled on leve1 ground. A laboratory

test indicated a 0.25t non-Iinearity for the LVDT.



CHAPTER TIT

THEORETTCÀT CONS IDERÀTIONS

3.1 General DescriptÍon

The Polaroíd ultrasonic ranging unit, designed by the

Polaroid corporation for use on their cameras is comprised

of two componentsi an acousÈical transducer (Figure I) and a
Polaroid urtrasonic ranging circuit board (rigure A.r.1,
4.r.2). Together these two components are capable of detec-
ting the presenee and measuring the distance of objects
within a range of approxÍmately O.ZB m to 10.68 m.

When the unit is activated, the transducer em.iÈs a

sound burst, then waits to receive the echo returning from

whatever object the sound pulse strikes. The eLapsed time

between the initial transmission and the echo detection is
then converted to a distance with respect to the speed of
sound. The conversion of time to distance is performed by

two circuit boards. The digital circuit board (Figure À.r.3)
converts the el-apsed time into the equivaLent dístance in the

form of a digital signal and the analog circuÍt board (Figure

3) converts it into analog form.

The emitted burst is a high frequency, inaudible nchirprn

lasting for one millisecond and consisting of fifty-six puJ.ses

T2
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at four carefurry chosen ultrasonic frequencies; I purses at
60 tr,Hz and 57 kHz, J.6 pul.ses at 53 kHz and 24 at 50 kHz.

occasionally, a single frequency could be cancelled because

of certain topographical characteristics, thus four echo

frequencies are useful to overeome this obstacLe.

All four components; the transducer, the polaroid ultra-
sonic ranging circuiÈ board, the digitar circuit board and

the analog circuit boardr ârê enclosed in a portable box and

this whole unit is necessary to perform the depth measurements.

3.2 Transducer

The principal component in thÍs device is the transducer
(Figure 1) which acts as both loudspeaker and mícrophone.

rt has been designed to transmit the output signal- and ar-so

to function as an electrostatic receiver in order to receive

the reflected signal (the echo). rts diarneter determines the

acoustical lobe pattern, or aceeptance ang1e, during the

transmit and receive operations.

À speciaL manufactured foil is stretched over a grooved

pJ-ate, forming a moving element which transforms the erectri-
çar pulses into sound sraves and transforming the echo back

into an erectrical signal. The grooved metallic back-plate
in contact with the foil stretched over it forms a capacitor
with the foil and when charged exerts an electrostatic force
to the foil which in turn vibrates and produces sound hraves

(bursts). A 300 V signal is applied across the transducer
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to produce and transmit a 'chirp.' This voltage gives a
noticeable, but harmless shock.

The foil is pliable, capable of resisting a harsh

environment and is an excellent electrical conductor. The

terminal of the foil is grounded and connected to pin I and

the other terminal of the transducer (connected to the grooved

plate) is connected to pin 2 (rigure 4.I.1, À.Ì.2). The

transducer operates satisfactorily
to 60oC and a relative hurnidity of

temperatures from OoC

to 95t.

at

5r

3.3 Polaroid Ultrasonic Ranging Unit Circuit Board

The second component of the polaroid ranging unit is a

Polaroid ultrasonic circuít board (figure A.l.l, À.1.2).
This board contains a circuitry which controls the operating

mode (Transmit,/Receive) of the transducer. It is comprised

of three major sections which controL the transducer

oPerations a digital, an analog and a porver interfaee sectÍon.
The power supply required for this circuit is from 4.5

to 7 Vdc capable of I ms current surges of about 2.5 A. An

appropriate drive circuit (rigure 4.1.3; pin 9) initiates the

transmission of an ultrasonic burst by the transducer by

supplying a switching posrer (VShr) to this circuit at four
pulses per seeond. A crystal-controlred clock in the digital-
section generates the uttrasonic frequencies (56 kHz i.e.
8 pulses at 60 and 57 kP.z, 16 pulses at 53 kHz and 24 purses

at 50 kHz) that comprises the burst (lasting for one ms) by
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the transducer.

3.4 Experimental Circuit Boards

Experimental circuit boards are used to display the

information gathered by the polaroid ultrasonic ranging unit
in the form of a digital or analog signar. The original
circuit board had a 3-digit disptay with a resorution of 3 cm

(rigure À.1.3) and is augmented with an analog output
(rigure 3r4). The digital circuit board operates om 4.5 to
7 vdc and provides the poLaroid ultrasonic ranging circuit
board with a switching vortage (r¡st'g) , a eonstant plus voltage
and a ground return. The polaroid ultrasonic circuit board

provides the digital board directry with the transmit signal
(xr,c) and the received echo signal (FLc) (rigure 2, .

xLG is the digitar Logic drÍve for the transmitted

signal and FLG is the signat which indicates that the refrec-
¡ed transmitted signal is received. t\ time window (echo time)

directly rerated to the distance is generated by the trans-
mitted signal (XLc) and the detected (received) echo (FLc).

A 420 kHz clock on the digital board (Figure A.1.3) allows
accurate measuring of this window. The vsvü applied to the

Polaroid ultrasonic circuit board causes it to transmit and

receive the echo repeatedly providing a nev¡ time window each

cycle. After each cycte, the digitat circuit board measures

the time window and converts this into distance in a digital
form which is displayed.
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Figure 3 illustrates the analog circuit designed for a

4.5 to 7 Vdc power source. Two voltage regulators (Mc7805)

are incorporated to convert 12 Vdc (tractor battery) to t5
Vdc to operate the circuitry. One regulator suppLies power

to the digital circuit board and. another to the analog circuit
board to prevent interferences.

The analog circuit board generates an output voltage

dependent on the depth of tiJ-lage. For this circuit a l2-bit
counter (140408) is chosen to monitor the echo time. Only

t0 bits of the counter are used to satisfy the required

working concitions. The triggering option of the time (LM555)

is utilized to execute the counting of the echo time. The

following calculations show the suitability of the counter

for the required working conditions:

VeJ-ocity of sound at 20oC = 342 m/s

The height of the transducer

from the ground = 45 cm

The time required for the echo burst

to travel (Z x 45 cm) = 2 x 45 cm x 103 MS
S

100

= 2.63

maximum count of the counter =

period (T) of the oscillator

cm
m

x 342 m/s

ms

r023The

The

T = 0.693 (R, + RZ) * CB

frequency of the timer f = + where Rrr Rz and C,
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are shown in Figure 3. Thus the maxÍ¡num and minimum clock

frequencies calculated from above could be 930 and 42 kllz

which would provide minimum and maximum time (1023/f) required

tO exceed counts of the counter as 1.1 and 24.5 ms. The time

of the burst (2.63 ms) to travel lZ x 45 crn) is in the above

stated time range (1.I to 24.5 ms) which could be adjusted

through resistor R, (figure 3r4). For alL the experiments

in this thesis the timer frequency s¡as adjusted to 152 kHz

v¡hich provided a maximum response tirne of 6.74 ms. This

corresponds to a time interval greater than that necessary

for the sound wave to travel- twice the 45 cm distance. The

reset R and point c from Figure 3 were connected to

point R and c (Pin 13 and Pin l0 respectively of MCl4553

Figure À,.1.3) in the digital circuit board.

At the end of each cycle the state of the counter is

stored in the I0 bít latch (MCI4O42B) and is held until the

next cycle update. A 10 bit binary multiplying digital to

analog converter (DAC1O22) converts the digital count into an

analog signat. A dual operational amplifier (MC14588) provides

averaging and inverting functions to the analog output. The

offset and the gain can be adjusted by means of resistors R3

and Rg respectively. The overall oPeration of the analog

circuit can be summarized as foLlows:

(1) As the echo-burst is transmitted, the signal xLG

R starts the counter (140408) from a count of zero
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to perform the echo Èime determination.

when the reflected echo is received, the signal

FLG C activates the latches to store the state of

the counter.

The DAC 1022 converts the count held in the latches

analog form.

The output anaì-og signal from DAC1022 is inverted

and averaged out by an arnplifier (¡1C14588). The

time constant of the filter in the averager is 0.5 s.

shows the overall block diagram of the depth sensor

all the stated components in this chapter.

(4)

Figure 5

including

3.5 Effect of Travel Speed

The sound burst transmitted from the transducer is re-
ceived after it is reflected back from whatever object it

strikes. Each burst is comprised of fifty-six pulses and the

pulses which travel the shortest distance return first and

activates the circuitry. The shortest distance travelled by

any pulse will be twice the perpendicular distance between the

transducer and the object. If the transducer is not station-
ary, the shortest distance would be the same as stated above

and the speed of travel- would noÈ make any difference until
the reflected sound burst is received. at the transducer.

If the transducer speed is such that the reflected sound

burst is just received it would be called a critícal speed

of travel and above this speed the sound burst might not be
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receiveC at the transducer. In this kind of situation, the

output of the depth sensor would indicate an erroneous result.

The critical speed of the transducer travel could be

evaluated by dividing the foil diameter (rigure l) by the

echo time since it might be assumed that at the critical speed

the sound burst transmitted from the front of the transducer

shouLd be received at its rear, i.e.

Vc = D mm x 3600 s/h
t ms x L0-3 s/ms x 106 mm/km

where: Vc = The critical speed of the transducer (km/h)

D = Foil diameter (38.4 mm)

t = The echo time (2.63 ms)

Thus the critical speed calculated could be given as 52.5 km/h

which is much higher than the operating speed of tillage

implements. It can be concluded that the conventional operat-

ing speed will not affect the accuracy of the depth sensor.

3.6 Effect of Temperature

The output of the depth sensor is dependent on the

environmental temperaÈure because of the change in velocity

of sound. The veJ-ocity of sound is proportional to the square

root of the absolute air temperature (Winstanley 1952), i.e.

tl=
v2
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where v, and v, are the sound velocitÍes at T, and T,

absoLute air temperatures. The relationship between the

sound velocity and the output voltage could be derived since

the output voltage (at Da1022) would be proportional to the

echo time and hence inversely proportional to the sound

ve3-ocity, i.e.

t1
v2

v2 F,= q= lq
where V, and V, are the output voltages aÈ T, and T, absolute

air temperatures. rf the reference air temperature is 20oc

(i.e. TI = 293oK), t3.4 and t5.8t (Tz = T, tlo and T, = Trt2o

respectively) variation in the reference temperature would

produce a maximum of Tl.8 and T3.68 variation (error) in the

output voltage at D?\1022.



CHAPTER IV

EXPERII\TENTÀL PROCEDURE

4.1 Introduction

Various experiments were conducted to determine the

feasibility of using the depth sensor to predict the depth of

tilJ.age or seeding operation. Firstly, the unit was calibrated

at room temperature (25oe) on a plywood 60 cm x 60 cm x 1.25 cñr

steel plate 60 cm x 60 cm x 0.1 cm, water 60 cm x 60 cm x 4 crn,

sandy loam bed 40 mm thick, 1.09 moisture content ODB*, Red

River clay bed 40 mm thick, 8.4 and 50.2t moisture content

and peat soil bed 40 mm thick, 253.3t moisture content ODB

so that the effect of various surfaces on the output could

be established. A diqital voltimeter was used to record the

output.

Secondly, tests were performed under simulated field

conditions as to ensure and establish the feasibility of using

the depth sensor to accurately monitor the depth of tillage

operation. A soil bin was utilized to carry out the simulated

field tests. A reeorder (risher RecordaLL series 5000) was

used to record the output on the go for various tests on the

soil bin.

26

*ODB = Oven Dry Basis
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The simulated field tests were performed to determine

the effect of dust, implement tilting, tractor noise and

stubble ground cover as well as to examine the dynamic response

and performance of the depth sensor for the simulated depth

of tillage (sections 4.3 to 4.7). fn all tests, the depth

sensor v¡as operated by a 12 V tractor battery.

4.2 Calibration Method

The objective of the calibration was to determine whether

surface material would affect performance of the depth sensor

and aLso to provide a basis for comparison of data under

simuLated conditions. The cal-ibration was carried out with

the help of a stand (figure 6) by which the transducer could

be adjusted to various heights from the ground which provided

a simulated condition for depth of tÍllage. Output readings

were taken at one cm height intervals while Lowering and rais-
ing the transclucer. Output readings for these surfaces are

shov¿n in Table 2. A S.AS (Statistical ÀnalysÍs System) program

(Appendix 8.1) was utilized to perform the linear regressi-on

of data for each surface. Ànother program (Appendix 8.2)

performed the linear regression of the pooled data in which

all the data of Table 2 were combined to get an accurate

regression line.

4.3 Dust Interference Test

To simulate a field operation dust condition, a shop
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Tronsducer

/ u-Plostic brocket

Y*-s1/- D=O

E()
tf)
sf

Wooden plotform

Figure 6. The stand used for the calibration of the depth sensor

illustrating the símulaÈed depth of tillage (D).
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vacuum was used to pick up soíl from the soil- bin and discharge

it into a polyethylene enclosure surrounding the transducer.
ghe height of the transducer was maintained at 45 cm during

the test and the output was recorded (figure 11) on the chart.

4.4 Transducer lilting Test

During field operation there is some possibility that
implement tilting may cause the transducer to sense a false
distance and hence it would indicate a false reading. This

aspect was checked at various angres of implement tilt anc

compared with the output calcurated from the theoretical
distance sensed by the transducer. This wilr not only irlus-
trate the effect of the transducer titting but also the effect
on the distance sensed compared with the distance calcul-ated

(theoretical) from the triangre formed due to the transducer

tilting.

Figure 7 shows the apparatus for adjusting various angles

of tilt. The height of the transducer was kept as 35 cm

assuming the depth of tiltage operation to be 10 cm (section

4.2, for zero angle of tiLt (sol-id lines). In order to simu-

late the implement tilting situaÈion, the transducer was

rotated in the vertical plane in a clockwise (e; positive)
as well as in a counter-crockwise (0; negative) direction as

illustrated with the dotted lines. The output was observed

at 0, 10, 20 and 30o angle of tilt in both directions (TabLe

2). The theoretical distance sensed by the transducer at any

angle of tilt could be estimated as follows:
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L = 35/cos ê

where¡ L is the theoretical distance sensed by the
transducer and e angle of tilt.

The equivalent depth of tillage from the calculated (theoreti-

caL) distance (L) could be found as 45 cm minus the calcuLated

distance (L). Thus, the output vol-tages could be determined

from Figure 10 for a given value of tillage depth (Tab1e 2)

in order to compare it with the observed values.

4.5 Àrrangement for Noise Test

lillage implements are operated by tractors which create

a noise l-eve1 of 75-100 dBA. Since the depth sensor is a

device which utilizes sound pulses to activate the circuitry,

it was necessary to test it for the possibility of tractor
noise interference. For this purpose a tractor (Massey Fer-

guson I50;35 HP) was operated adjacent to the depth sensor.

The noise (87-92 dBÀ) was produced by acceJ.erating and de-

accelerating the tractor anrl the ouÈput of the depth sensor

was recorded in this condition which was compared srith the

output of zero noise condition.

4.6 Àrrangement for Stubble Test

The stubble test was also conducted under simulated fiel-d

conditions, stems of wheat stubble were plantecì in the soíL

bin bed on the plot area of 200 cm x 60 cm (figure 8). The

plot was orientated in such a sray that the tong axis matched
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Figure B. The siurulaËed stubble arrangement on the soil bin.
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the direction of travel and the rows of stubble ran perpendic-

ular. The row spacing was I0 cm whiLe the plant to plant
spacing in rows was 6 cm. The plants were arranged in a

staggered fashion from row to row and provided a stubble
population of 67 x I05 tillers,/ha (I? x tOs plants,/ha) since

four tillers were assumed per pl-ant on an average basis. The

height of the stubble was L7 cm.

4.7 Dynamic Response and Simutated Test

The depth sensor is intended to indicate the equivalent
depth reading in the form of an analog signal, thus it is
significant to evaluate the dynamic response of this signal- in
the simul-ated field conditions. The soir bin was utilized
for this experimentation to simulate a rough fÍerd surface

condition by pracing wooden blocks of various sizes on its
bed (figure 9).

To simurate the depth of tillage, wooden blocks of various

lengths and heights (rabLe l) s¡ere arranged in the middre of
the soil bin such that the transducer mounted (at 45 cm height
i.e. zero depth of tílIage) could sense their heights. The

height of the wooden brocks represented the depth of tilrage.
The wooden surface will not affect the output in comparison to

the soil surface (section 5.1).
Arrangements of wooden blocks for various speeds of travel,

block lengths and heights are illustrated in Table 1. rt is
explained above thaÈ the height of blocks was simulated to
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Vüooden Block Arrangements on the Soil Bin for the
Simulated Tests*

lriooden blocks

S.No. Set Height
(crn)

Length
(cm)

Speed of travel
(km/n)

A varying speed

488
ll

È

lt

1.
')
3.
Ã

4.9
n

It
n

2.4
3.1
3.4
3.9

B varying block

4.6
È

il

length

244
310
386

1.
)
I

2.L
2.r
2.I

c varying block
ot

ü

n

length

380
446
460

T.
a

3.

2.t
2.L
2.1

*Length of
travel and
width was

the blocks was arranged along
height simulated the depth of

Im.
the direction of
tillage while tJre
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the depth of tillage while their length was arranged along

the direction of the soil bin travel. Arrangements in TabLe

I are divided into seÈ À, B and C for ease of study. Set A

was meant for examining the signal response at 2.4,3.1, 3.4

and 3.9 kmrzh for a 4.9 cm sudden change in the depth over a

488 cm length, while set B and C were meant to compare the

response for varying length of blocks at the simulated depth

of 4.9 cm and 9.2 cnr at a constant speed of 2.1 km/h. Arrange-

ment of set A; S. No. I of this table was fashioned to pre-

dict the signal- delay. To accomplish this the second pen of

the recorder actuated by a microswitch positioned on the soil
bin carriage that Located the block in respect to the trans-
ducer, b¡as used to mark on the chart.

In an additionaL wooden block arrangement which was set

up to examíne the output of the depth sensor for small varia-
tions in the field at 2.J- km/h blocks (100 em x 9.6 cm x 4 cm)

were arranged aÈ I m 0C intervals in such a þray that their width
(8.6 crn) was along the travel direction and the height (4 cm)

simulated depth of tiJ_lage (rigure 9).
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Fígure 9. The wooden block arrangement on the soil

are shown only on Ëhe half length of the

experiments Ëhe ful1 length was utilized)

bin (here blocks

soil bin but in



CHAPTER V

RESULTS ÀND DISCUSSION

5.I Calibration of the Depth Sensor

The depth sensor calibration on plywood panel, steel
prate, water, sandy roam, Red River clay and peat soir showed

a linear relationship between the output voltage and the depth

of tiJ.lage operation (rigures A,.2.I to A.2.7r. Fígure IO

shows a best fit straÍght Line obtained by pooling alr the

data from Tabre 2 on the above mentioned surfaces. Alr
the best fit straight lines obtained for the above surfaces

showed a coincidence with each other since the respective
sropes and intercepts of the lines were simirar (xreinbaum

and Kupper 1978), thus it can be concluded that the surfaces

have no appreciable effect on the output of the depth sensor

and may be pooled. Vlith a l-inearity of tl.gg considered on

the fulr scale depth of 17 cm the accuracy is found to be ts mn.

Figure 10 will be utilized to compare the results of
various tests in the upcoming sections. Results obtained on

the recorder chart paper (figure II to Ig) wilt be compared

by scaring the output in terms of the depth of tirrage. The

basis of scaling is as follows:

37
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Depth of

Tlllage

(c¡n)

Table 2. The Output Voltage versua the depth of Tlllage (D) byU8ing Pllmood, Steel, Water, Sanãy Loarn, Claf ano'neátSoil Under the Tran6ducer,

Teîrperature: 2SoC
Trangducer Range3 d5-26 em

0.0
1.0
2.O
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
t{.0
15.0
16.0
17 .0
18.0
19.0

Pllmood

VID*

-0.02
0.05
0.1{
0.20
0.29
0.36
0. {4
0.53
0.6t
0. ?0
0.75
0.8¡l
0.92
1. 0l
1. 08
1. 18
1.2s
1.31
1.37
1. 37

vDo+

-0. 02
0. 05
0. 1{
0.21
o.29
0.36
0.{5
0.53
0. 60
0.69
0.77
0.84
0.92
1.01
1. 09
1. r8
t. 26
I.32
1.36
1.37

Steel

VID

-0.02
0. 06
0.15
o.22
0.30
0.37
0.46
0.54
o.62
0.?0
0.78
0.85
0.9¡l
I.03
1.11
1. 18
L.26
1.32
I. 37
L.37

VDD

output voltage (V)

Watel

-0.01
0.07
0.15
o.22
0.30
0.38
0.46
0.54
o.62
0.70
0.78
0.86
0.94
1.02
1. 10
l. t9
L.27
1.32
1.37
r.37

VID

rvrD - output voltage
+VDD - output voltage

-0.01
0. 07
0.ls
0.22
o.28
0.37
0.45
0.54
0.60
0.69
0.76
0.84
0.92
I.00
1.08
1. 18
1.25
1.32
1.36
1.37

VDD

Sandy Loam

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
I
I
I
1
I
l

00
06
15
23
29
38
{6
5t
62
70
77
85
94
01
l0
I8
26
35
36
37

VID

-0.03
0.04
0.15
0.22
0.29
0.38
0.{7
0.54
0.62
0.70
0.77
0.84
0 .94
1.0 2
1. I0
t. 18
I.26
1.32
1. 37
1.37

VDD

-0. 02
0. 06
0. r5
0.22
0.30
0.38
0.46
0. 53
0.62
0.?l
0. ?9
0.86
0.94
1.0t
1. l0
1. t8
L.27
r.33
l. 37
1.37

Red

VID

for increaging depth of tlllage.
for decreaeLng depth of tf1lage.

Rlver C

-0.03
0.05
0. 1{
0.21
0.29
0.36
0.46
0.53
0.61
0.69
0.76
0.84
0.92
1.02
1. 11
1. t8
r.27
l. 33
1.36
t. 37

VDD

lay

-0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

o2
06
13
21
30
37
46
53
60
69
77
85
92
01
11
18
26
33
36
37

VID

-0.01
0. 07
0. 15
0.2r
0.28
0. 37
0.45
0.54
0.60
0.69
0.76
0. B4
0.92
1.00
L.0s
1. 18
I.26
1.32
1.36
1. 37

VDD

PGat soll--r::ãÊztr-T

+0.00
0.06
0.15
0.23
0.29
0. 38
0.46
0.5{
0.62
0.70
o.77
0.85
0.94
L. 01
t. t0
1.18
L. 26
1.35
1.36
1. 37

VID

-0. 03
0.05
0. L4
0. 21
o.29
0.38
0.¡15
0. 52
0.60
0.69
o.77
0. 8?
0.92
t. 0t
1. 10
1. t8
1. 26
1. 3{
1.39
I.40

VDD

-0.02
0.05
0.14
0. 2I
0. 29
0.38
0.{8
0.53
0. 60
0 .69
o.77
0.85
0. 92
1.00
1. 10
1.18
t. 25
1. 3/¡
1. 37
1.40

(^,
(0
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depth of tilLage (c¡n) "flfu*vcm

Recorder sensitivity

FulI scale depth of tillage (cm) from
Figure I0
FuII scale predicted output (V) fromFigure 10

3V=-25cm

where:

25 em-TT'
19

1.46

Y = Vertical- divisions on the chart paper
from the output of zeno depth of
tillage (cm)

5.2 Dust Test

The dusty condition which was simulated to represent a
severe dusty field condition as explained in section 4.3 did
not indicate any interference on the depth sensor output as

shown in Figure 1r. rt is the opinion of the author that dust
conditions in the field woutd never be more severe than that
created by the simulated test.

5.3 Transducer Tilting Test

Table 3 illustrates observed and calculated values of the
output voltage for the transducer angle of tirt -30 to 3oo

(for more details see section 4.4). Observed and calculated
vortage varues are close for a given angre of tilt, thus the

ebserved output at any angle of tilt is equivalent to the depth

of tillage sensed by the depth sensor. The observed output
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Figure 11. The effect of dusË on the performance of the

depth sensor ¡¿hen statÍ-onary (sensitívity

L.562 cm depth of tíllage = 1 cm of chart).
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Table 3. Observed Voltage (Vo) and Calculated Distance (f,),
Sinulated Depth of Tillage* (D) and Equivalent Output
(vc) for the Transducer Ang1e of Titt -30 to 30o
from the Vertical

Ang1e of
Tilt

(o)

Observed
Output

(vo)

Calculated
Distance, L

(crn)

SimuLated
Depth of
Tillage rD

(crn)

Calculated
Equivalent
Output

(v. )

0

IO

20

30

0

-10

-20

-30

0.'77

0.74

0.60

0.34

0.77

0.74

0.59

0.34

35.0

35.5

37 .2

40.4

35.0

?tr tr

1?n

40.4

10.0

9.5

7.8

4.6

10.0

9.5

7.8

4.6

0.77

0.?3

0.60

0.35

0.77

0.73

0.60

0.35

*Simul-ated depth of tillage: (45 L) cm
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voltage was increased by 55Ê w.r.t. the output at zero angJ-e

of tilt when the transducer angJ-e of tilt was 3Oo (both

directions i.e. cloekwise and counter-clockwise) but 3.9t at
l0o tilt (both directions i.e. clockwise and counter-clockwise)

while the accuracy of the depth sensor is 1.89 (section 5.1).
ft showed that extreme tilting of the transducer will affect

¡he output but any poeitioning of the unit oby eye'r wilL be

well within the l0o tilt, and the output will not be appreciably

affected.

5.4 Tractor Noise Test

Figure L2 illustrates the output obtained when the depth

sensor is subjected to tractor noise (section 4.5). The out-
put up to point À on the chart representing depth monitoring

without any noise and beyond A it is with the tractor noise

of the level of 87 to 99 dBÀ. The straight line of the output

exhibits that the depth sensor will operate without interfer-
ence from typical tractor noise.

5.5 Effect of Ground Cover Stubble

It is desirable that the depth sensor would monitor

accurately under all operating conditions and it is most signi-
fieant to determine the effect of stubble on its output. To

examine this, the output was recorded in the simulated stubble

test as explained in section 4.6. Figure 13 illustrates the

recorded output of the depth sensor operating over a 200 cm

long patch of stubble Ln the soil bin at a speed of 2.1 kn/h.
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Figure 12. The effect of tracÈor noise (87 to 92 dBA)

on the performance of the depth sensor

(sensiËívity 1.562 cm depth of tillage =

1 cm of chart),
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The figure shows that the output from À to B for zero depth

of tilJ-age was a straight line but as the transducer passed

over the stubble it increased from B to C and again returned

back (slow1y due to damping) to the original position for
zero depth of tiLlage.

From the above results it can be concluded that stubbl-e

had an apprecíable effect on the output of the depth sensor.

The effect in the above test is similar to as it couLd have

been with another surface (solid) of 7.7 cm height under the

transducer but it is not proportional to the stubble height
(fZ cm). This is because the stubble did not provide a solid
surface since it is not thickly populated and at some places

(in between the rows) the transducer will sense the ground

(zero height of stubble or zeto depth of tillage) while at

other (on stubbLe) it wilL sense the top of the stubble. Thus

the output wÍII increase or decrease (or vice versa) and the

unit will not be able to indicate a true reading (for more

details of the output behaviour, see section 5.6).

5.6 Dynamic Response and Simulated Test

The output response to the change in the depth of tillage
was intended to be a slow and de!.ayed response due to the

damping action of fiLters used in the eircuitry (rigure 3 and

À.1.3). It means that the output should demonstrate an arnpli-

tude del-ay with respect to the input. À seÈ of experiments

$tere conducted to evaluate and establish the behaviour of the
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output signal. The experimentation procedure is explained in
section 4.7 .

Figure t4 illustrates the output of the depth sensor on

a 4.9 c¡n high and 488 cm long wooden block at 2.4 kmr/h speed

of the soir bin travel. rt had been discussed in section 4.?

that the height of the brock was simulated to the depth of
tillage operation. The point À in the figure was regisÈered

as the transducer coincided with the edge of the block and B

when it reft the other edge of the block and sensed the ground.

The output registeréd between A and B is on the block surface.
ft is noted from the figure that the signal was delayed by

0.3 s. The time constant of the depth sensor which is defined

as the time to attain 63.2 percent of its maximum output is
1.5 s. Theoreticatly the time to attain the full stage of
the output is described to be infinite but for the purpose

of simplicity it may be approxÍmated as 7.2 s from the figure
by using the maximum equivalent output* for 4.9 em (height of
Èhe block). Here it will be worthwhiLe to bring out one more

point into focus that is, the time of the depth sensor to travel
over the block rnay be equal to or greater (maximum by 2 x 0.30 s)

than the time taken by the output to obtain itrs maximun stage
(eg. fromÀr to Br, charÈ of Figure 14) depending on the

pattern of the first and the last sound burst striking the

bLock since the sound bursts from the transducer are transmitted

*Output proportional to the block height.
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at 0.3 s time interval. In the preceding discussions the

tirne to attain the maximum stage of the output will be

taken from the charts irrespective of the tine of travel
over the block.

Figure 15 illustrates the depth sensor output when the

transducer passes over a wooden block 4.9 cm high and 488 cm

long at 2.4r 3.1, 3.4 and 3.9 kmr/h speed of travel respectively.
fù indicates a maximum of 8.0t decrease in the output with
the 62.5+ (2.4 to 3.9 kmÆ) increase in the speed. This

phenomenon is somewhat misLeading as it could be erroneously

assumed that the output is affected by the speed of travel.
At 2.4 km/h the output is approximately proportional to the

height of the block (4.9 cm) since the time to attain maximum

stage of the output is '1 .2 s. Àt a speed of 3.1 km,/h or higher

the time to attain the maximum stage of the output for a certain
depth maintained constant over a length of 488 cm ís less than
'1.2 s, thus the depth sensor will not show the maximum equiva-

lent output but some percentage of it.
Figure 16 illustrates the output obtained at, a speed of

2.1 kmr/h on a 4.9 cm high block by ad justing its length to
386, 310 and 244 cm respectively (Table 1). The maximum stage

of the output obtained in the figure is less than the maximum

equival-ent output and the same explanation is valid here as

discussed previously. Since the maximum time for the depth

sgrtsor to attain the maximum stage of the output for 4.9 cm

depth of tillage, while travelling over the 386 cm block is
6.0 s (which is less than 7.2 s to attain its maximum equÍvalent
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Figure 15. Determination of the output sígnal response on

a 4.9 cm high and 488 cm long block arranged

in the uriddle of the soí1 bin when the depth

sensor is traveling at (a) 2.4 km/h (b) 3.1

krn/h and (c) 3.9 km/h (sensÍtivity 1.562 cm

depth of tillage = 1 cm of chart).

travel =

(d)
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Speed of the dePth sensor travel = 2.1 ku/h

tlooden block hefght = 4.$ cn
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Figure 16. Determination of the signal response r¡rhen the depth

sensor is traveling at 2.7 krl-/h and the block of 4.9

cm height is arranged at three different lengths:

(a) 386 crn (b) 310 cm and (c) 244 cm '(sensiriviry

I.562 cm depËh of tillage = 1 cm of chart).
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output), thus the depth sensor registered the output but less

than the maximum equivalent output for the 4.9 cm high wooden

block (depth of tillage). The same story is depicted by the

outputs inthis figure for 310 and 244 cm bLocks.

Figure L7 represents a similar model as that presented

in figure 16 except the height of the block is 9.2 crn and

Iengths of 460 chr 446 crn and 380 respectively. Àt 460 cm

and 446 cm the time to attain the maximum stage of the output

ate 7.4 s and 7.2 s which are respectively greater than and

equal to 7.2 s (minimum time required to attain the maximum

eguivalent output). Therefore, the depth sensors registered

the outputs which are the true readings (i.e. maximum equivalent

output for 9.2 crn depth of tiLlage) whereas for 380 cm J-ong

wooden block the time to attain the maximum stage of the output

is 5.8 s and hence the output (i.e. for 8.7 cm depth of til-lage)
registered is less than the maximum equivalent output for 9.2

crn high block. Figures 15 and 17 illustratedthat the time of
attaining the maximum stage of the output affects the output

of the depth sensor irrespective of the depth of tillage.
Figure 18 is Èhe output for blocks (I00 cm x 8.6 crn x

4 cm) arranged at a spacing of I m. Their 8.6 cm dimension

was placed in Line with the direetion of travel and the height

simulated to the depth of tilLage. The output as shown in
Figure 18 is 3agged and approximately equivaLent to I crn depth

of tillage. Here the time for the depth sensor to attain the

maximum output is 0.4 s which is very small in comparison to
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.j ;tapei.speed, -25 c4/nÍn-> t

:

Fiþure 18. Determination of the output signal response on 8.6 cm

wide and 4.6 cm high (simulated depth of tillage)

v¡ooden blocks arranged in series at 1 m interval r¡hen

the depth sensor is traveling at 2.L kr¡/h (sensitivity

L.562 crn depËh of tillage = 1 cm of chart).

7.2 s (rninirnum time required to attain the stage of the

maximum equivalent output) which explains Ì^¡hy the output is

much less than the eguivalent output. ft is an advantageous

characteristic of the depth sensor to have this response

lag since it will eliminate the severe fluctuations of the

output.

ì



EHAPTER VT

CONCLUSIOI.ÌS

The depth sensor developed was found to be practicar- for
tillage imprements under most operating conditions. The output
v¡as unchanged when subjected to dust, tractor noise, and high

speed conditions. The on]-y exception determined in this study

h'as the effect of standing stubble cover on the soil. pre-

liminary tests showed that this effect was appreciably reduced

by monitoring the sensor over the tractor wheel track. The

depth sensor was easy to mount on tillage imprements without
any compricated linkage. All components of the depth sensor

etere easily available.

The calibration of the depth sensor showed that the out-
put had a linear rerationship with the depth of tirlage for
various surface materials. The best fit rine obtained on

the mentioned surfaces showed a coincidence with each other
predicting no effect of the surfaces on the output. with a

linearity of t1.8t considered on the fulr scare depth of 1? cm

¿he accuracy was found to bet3 mm. rt was arso determined

that the time constant of the depth sensor v¡as r.5 s and it
responded slol,rry to the ehange in the depth of tilrage due to
wheer sinking or non-uniform field conditions avoiding the

severe fluctuations of the output.
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CHAPTER VÏT

RECOI"IMEITDÀTIONS FOR F'UTURE STUDY

1. To give a compact structure, the digital circuit board

shoul-d be eliminated and another circuit shouLd be con-

structed putting in only the necessary components.

2. The calculation for the temperature effect in section 3.6

indicated the possibility of 3.68 inaccuracy in the output

for a tZOoe variation in the temperature. In any field

condition the temperature variation may not be this J-arge

although small temperature variations will produce some

inaccuracy in the output. To get more accurate results

under variable temperature conditions a temperature com-

pensating device could be added. There are various methods

that could be considered for temperature compensation but

three are suggested here:

(a) A small- target can be used as a reference at a

known distance in the ranging path of another transducer

and echos of both the transduceæ could be processed. One

distance should be normalized with respect to the other, sínce

the distance to time ratio for each sound burst is the same.

56
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(b) À temperature sensing integrated circuit ean be

incorporated to derive a VCO (voltage control oscillator)
to compensate the timing.

(c) The third method can be employed by using a thermo-

coupl-e. One junction of the thermocouple can be covered

with a wet pad and expose both junctions in the air. The

differential temperature at the junctions wiII produce a

temperature dependent current flow in the thermocouple which

can be used to control the output of an amplifier w.r.t. the

environmental temperature.
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Figure A.7.2. Component layout of the ultrasonic rangÍng unit

circuit board (courtesy of the Polaroid Corp.).
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17 cur are excluded from the equation.
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ÀPPENDIX B
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APPendtx 8.1

The SÀs (statistical Ànalytlcal System) -PTPSranutilize¿l to Perform llnear regreaEion ot tne
¿ata-oÈtaineå on plywoodt, Bteel' vtater' Êandy

loarn, clay-and peat eoil eurfaces'

L. ,/r/sENsoR JoB rrrrrrrx.AFÀN'
2. //EKEC SÀS79,SIZE=5I2K
3. /,/SYSTN DD r
iI . DÀTÀ üETCÀLB;
5. INPUT DEPTNC¡,T VOLTIND VOITDCD;
6. CÀRDS;
7. PROC SORT ; BY DEPTHCM;

ó: pRoc pRrNT N D; VÀR DEPTBcI'I voLTrND VolrDCD¡
õ: TÏir,E I rrrnc ðàli;RÀtioN oere FoR rHE DEPTH sENSoRrt;

10. IITI,E 2 THE SURTÀCE IS PLY I{OOD;

11. DÀTÀ METERVD; SET IIETCÀIB;
L2. RENÀ¡|E VOLTIND=VOLI¡
13. DÀTÀ IIIETERVD¡ SET litHICÀI,B;
14. RENÀI'IE VOLTCDC=VOLT¡
15. PROC SORT; BY DEPTCT'!¡

16. DÀTÀ METERVT SET UETERV1 HETERVD; BY DEPTECM;

]i. pRoc pRrur DÀTÀ=I'IETERV N D; vÀR DEPTHCü voLT;
18: TrrLE LrNEÀR REGRESSToN FoR rtlE DEPT¡I SENSoR;

19. PROC GLIII DÀTÀ=IiETERV t
io. lroDEt voLT=DEPTH cHlsoLUTroN P cLr cr¡'r;
2L. TITLE LINEÀN N¡iNiS.SrO¡¡ OF T'IIE SENSOR FOR TEE DEPTR OF PLOUGHING;
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ÀPPendlix B'2

The sAS (Statl6tical À¡¡alytical svËtem) utllized to

iËirãã ir;ËIiïãõIã""*;1,;i.::là1"i. i:* rrom arl

1. //SAS7 JOB r,,,trtxÀ.RÀN'
2.'/'/ExEc s¡,s?9;SÎzE=sI2K
3. ,/,/SYSIN DD T

1. DÀTÀ cÀI.B¡ r-cr tÞqh l'esHT \¡RSSD
5. INPT]Î DEPTHC!{ VPI \¡PD VSI VSD \i.I{I VT{D VRSI VRSD VRSHI VBSE

6. VSLI VSLD 1¡PSI VPSO¡
1 . CàRDS t

3: iåffi 3Räi i""?üii;Pr'c' \¡Pr wD vsr vsD wr wD vRsr vRsD v^s'r
rô. rtRsRD vsl,r vsLD vPSr vPSD;
1r. rrrLp I --rrHE ceiiin¡rÍóÑ DÀrÀ FoR DEPIE sgNsoRr--t

1;'. ;ir;E t cÀrrBRÀrroN BY PooLrNG DÀrA;

13. DÀTÀ CPI¡ SET CÀlB;
14. RENÀ}IE \¡PI=VOLT¡
15. DÀTA CPD; SET CÀlB¡
16. RENÀr'fE \¡PD=VOI,T¡
17. DÀTÀ CSI; SET CÀLB¡
]8. RENÀl'tE VSIÈVoLT¡
19. DÀÎÀ CSDI SET CAIB;
20. RENAI'ÍE VSD=VOLT¡
2L. DÀTÀ c1{It SET cÀI,Bt
22. RENÀl'fE V?¡D=VOLÎ;
23. DÀTÀ CHD; SET CAIB;
24. RENÀ}IE WD=VOLT;
25. DÀTÀ CRSI; SEt CÀLB;
26. RENÀ!'IE VRSI=VOLI¡
27. DÀTÀ CRSDT SHr CÀlB;
28. RENÀI{E VRSD=VOLTt
29. DAlÀ CRSnIt SHt CÀLB;
30. RENAüE VRSBI=VOtT;
31. DÀTÀ CRSHDT SEI CAIB;
32. RENÀÌ'ÍE VRSHD=VoLT;
33. DÀTÀ CSLI; SEI CÀlB;
34. RENÀr.fE VSLI=VOLT¡
35. DÀTÀ CSLD¡ SBr CÀLB;
36. RENA¡'IE VSLD'VOLT;
3?. DÀTÀ CPSI¡ SET CåIJ¡
38. RENÀI'IE \¡PSI'VOLT¡
39. DàTÀ CPSD; SET CÀI,Bt
{0. RENÀ¡rtE \¡PSD-VOLT'
11. PROC SORT; BY DEPTHCI¡It

i3. 3åi^"ff:i3Tå, 
"ro 

o{r c¡lD cRsr cRsD cnsnr cRsHD cslr csLD cPsr cPsDt

11. BY DEPTHCI¡i;
15. PROC PRIIII DÀTÀ=1¡OGETflER N D; VåR DEPTECI'i VOLI;

46. PROC GIJ'I DÀTÀ=IIOGETHER;
ü-. I'rôosl toLt=DEPTHc¡'r/soLUTroN P cLr cLtil;

48. TITLE LINE.AR N¡äNi3ãiõN OF TgE DEPÎR SENSOR DÀTÀ'


